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Antimicrobial Activity

Engineering Gram Selectivity of Mixed-Charge Gold Nanoparticles by
Tuning the Balance of Surface Charges
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Abstract: Nanoparticles covered with ligand shells comprising
both positively and negatively charged ligands exhibit Gramselective antibacterial action controlled by a single experimental parameter, namely the proportion of [+
+] and [¢] ligands
tethered onto these particles. Gram selectivity is attributed to
the interplay between polyvalent electrostatic and non-covalent
interactions that work in unison to disrupt the bacterial cell
wall. The [+
+/¢] nanoparticles are effective in low doses, are
non-toxic to mammalian cells, and are tolerated well in mice.
These results constitute the first example of rational engineering of Gram selectivity at the (macro)molecular level.

While new classes of antibiotics are being discovered

[1]

and
the existing ones are being optimized in increasingly rational
ways,[2] there are still no systematic means to predict and/or
adjust the selectivity of antimicrobial agents against Grampositive versus Gram-negative bacteria. These two classes of
bacteria differ not only in the structure and molecular
composition of the cell wall but also in terms of the net
surface charge.[3] Herein, we capitalize on this charge difference and demonstrate that Gram selectivity can be controlled
by a single experimental parameter, namely the proportion of
positively and negatively charged ligands tethered onto
nanoscopic particles. Remarkably, while purely negative
nanoparticles do not interact with the negatively charged
bacteria at all and the (widely studied[4]) fully positive
nanoparticles exhibit only modest antibacterial activity,
certain intermediate ratios of [+
+/¢] ligands tethered onto
mixed-charge nanoparticles result in potent and Gramselective antibacterial action. We attribute this effect to the
balance between polyvalent[5] electrostatic and non-covalent
interactions that work in unison to disrupt the bacterial cell
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wall. The [+
+/¢] NPs are effective in low doses (50–200 nm vs.
100 nm ¢1 mm for conventional antibiotics[6a]), are non-toxic
to mammalian cells, and are tolerated well in mice, suggesting
future opportunities in developing these mixed-charge constructs for medical applications.
The observation that bacterial cell wall is negatively
charged is not new and has been used to design several types
of cationic antimicrobials including peptides,[6] polymers,[2f, 7]
and nanoparticles,[4, 8] the latter achieving high potency
against multiple-drug-resistant strains but no Gram selectivity.[9] On the other hand, much less attention has been paid to
the fact that Gram-negative bacteria have higher negative
surface charge that Gram-positive ones.[3] We reasoned that
this difference could provide a basis for the design of Gramselective antimicrobials. Accordingly, we focused on nanoparticles covered with mixed self-assembled monolayers,
mSAMs,[10] of cationic ligands (mediating electrostatic interactions) and acidic ligands (potentially competing for the
hydrogen bonds within the bacterial cell wall). The choice of
such mixed-charge NPs was further motivated by the ability
to control ligand shell composition (and thus the magnitude of
electrostatic interactions) to within few percent.[11]
We used gold nanoparticles, AuNPs, having core diameters d = 2.5  0.6 nm, 5.2  0.5 nm, or 9.5  0.8 nm and functionalized with mSAMs comprising N,N,N-trimethyl(11-mercaptoundecyl) ammonium chloride, TMA, and either (i) 11mercapto-1-undecylsulfonic acid, MUS, (ii) 11-mercapto-1undecylphosphonic acid, MUP, or (iii) 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid, MUA. For the TMA/MUS pair, the ligand exchange
reaction was problematic as the dodecylamine-covered DDA
NP precursors, the TMA, and the MUS thiols could not all be
readily solubilized in the same solvent/solvent mixture. For
the TMA/MUP particles, the pH had to be very high to fully
deprotonate these groups, or the charge of the NPs changed
strongly, and was thus hard to control, upon even small
changes in pH between the pKa,1 and pKa,2 of the acid. The
TMA/MUA combination proved to be the most experimentally convenient and robust, with TMA ligands positively
charged regardless of pH and MUA ligands largely deprotonated and negatively charged at physiological pH 7.4
(Figure 1 a). Ten types of TMA/MUA AuNPs were prepared
that differed in the surface composition as expressed by the
relative contents of the oppositely charged ligands on the
surfaces of these particles, cTMA :cMUA (see the Supporting
Information for preparation and characterization details).
The values of surface compositions were quantified by NMR
and, separately, by an electrostatic titration method.[12] These
compositions spanned the full range from pure-MUA
(cTMA :cMUA = 0:100) to pure-TMA (cTMA :cMUA = 100:0) NPs.
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Figure 1. Mixed-charge [+
+/¢] NPs. a) Illustration of the synthesis of
mixed-charge TMA/MUA nanoparticles. The relative compositions of
these thiols in solution used for NP functionalization and on the
resulting NPs are generally different, which is why the latter have to be
determined independently by methods such as core etching followed
by NMR (Supporting Information). b) Quantification of the NP charge
polarities (from zeta potentials[10]) plotted against the composition of
the mixed on-particle SAMs (composition expressed as cTMA :cMUA
ratios as determined by core-etching/NMR analyes). The blue curve is
for pH 11 and fully deprotonated MUAs; the red curve is for pH 7.4
(PBS buffer) under which conditions a small fraction of the MUAs is
protonated (and hence the curve shifts slightly upwards compared to
the one for pH 11). Error bars are based on three separate measurements.

The net charge polarities of these particles were quantified by
the measurements of their zeta potentials as plotted in
Figure 1 b for pH 11 and also for pH 7.4 in the PBS buffer.
Antibacterial properties of such NPs against Grampositive (Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus faecium) and
Gram-negative (Escherichia coli, Acinetobacter baumannii)
bacteria were quantified in vitro by a standard cell viability
Live/Dead BacLight assay[13] in which a fixed amount of
bacteria is first stained with a pair of fluorescent dyes
followed by incubation in the presence of the [+
+/¢] NPs at
different concentrations. Red and green fluorescence of dyes
absorbed by bacteria corresponds directly to the integrity of
the bacterial wall and therefore to bacteriaÏs state: dead (red
fluorescence) and/or live (green fluorescence) (Figure 2 a).
The relative intensities of the green and red fluorescence, IG/
IR, measured using a fluorescence plate reader (Figure 2 b)
then allow us to quantify (Figure 2 c) the antibacterial potency
of different types of NPs. Based on this standardized method,
we performed a series of experiments in which we screened
NPs of different types and sizes over 30 h. The results are
summarized in Figure 3 (see also the Supporting Information,
Figure S3). As seen, the antibacterial activity depends on the
surface composition of the particles (Figure 3 a–c). There are
four remarkable outcomes of these experiments. First, while
both pure-MUA and pure-TMA NPs show only marginal
Angew. Chem. 2016, 128, 8752 –8756
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Figure 2. Quantification of antimicrobial activity using a live/dead
bacterial viability assay. a) Confocal microscopy images of E. coli
(2 Ö 108 per mL) incubated with a mixture of green SYTO 9 and red
propidium iodide dyes and a 50 nm suspension of 5.2 nm NPs
(cTMA :cMUA = 80:20). The three images correspond to different times
after incubation. The emergence of red color indicates the bacteria are
being killed. b) As part of this bacterial viability assay, fluorescence
spectra were recorded at different times (indicated next to the curves).
A decrease in the intensity of green emission (IG at 530 nm) with
a simultaneous increase in the intensity of the red emission (IR at
630 nm) confirms killing of bacteria. c) The concentrations of live
bacteria decrease in time as quantified by the IG/IR ratio defining
viability. The upper black curve is for the suspension of bacteria in PBS
but not treated with the [+
+/¢] NPs (see also caption to Figure 3).

antibacterial activity, this activity is maximized for intermediate surface compositions, (cTMA :cMUA)max, with both TMA and
MUA ligands present at each NP. Second, the value of
(cTMA :cMUA)max is different for Gram-negative and for Grampositive bacteria. For the former, the most effective nanoparticles have 80 % of the TMA ligands on their surfaces
while for the latter, the NPs have only 48 surface % of TMA
(Figure 3 c). What is important, the particles with these
surface compositions are specific in the sense that the
(cTMA :cMUA)max = 80:20 do not kill Gram-positive bacteria to
any appreciable degree, while the (cTMA :cMUA)max = 48:52 NPs
do not kill the Gram-negative ones. Third, the rates at which
the 80:20 particles kill Gram-negative bacteria are commensurate with the rates of killing of Gram-positive bacteria by
the 48:52 NPs (compare similar heights of peaks in Figure 3 c); in other words, the selectivity does not compromise
the potency (in contrast to some recent studies on purely
cationic nanoparticles, whereby killing rates were appreciable
only for Gram-positive strains[8b, 14]). Fourth, the most effective values (cTMA :cMUA)max are conserved among different
Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria; that is, they are
the same for E.coli and Acinetobacter baumannii (blue and
dark violet lines in Figure 3 c) and the same for Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus faecium (dark red and
pink lines in Figure 3 c). Since the Gram classification is based
on the structure of the bacterial cell wall, the last result
suggests that our mixed-charge NPs might disrupt this wall
with specificity originating from the different surface compositions of the particles. We also note that the killing rate
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understandable in light of the polyvalent nature of interactions mediated by the NPs; indeed, free MUA or TMA
ligands show no antibacterial activity and it is the electrostatic
interactions of ligands constrained onto NPs and acting in
concert that matters in our system.[15]
To understand better how the [+
+/¢] NPs interact with
bacteria, we performed a series of microscopy studies. First,
using TEM imaging, we verified that while pure MUA
particles do not adsorb onto the surfaces (Figure 4 a) of the
bacteria, the pure TMA ones cluster/aggregate on the surface
of the bacterium (Figure 4 b). This can be rationalized by

Figure 3. Quantification of antibacterial action and Gram-selectivity of
the [+
+/¢] NPs. The viabilities calculated from the ratio of green and
red fluorescence quantify the fractions of bacteria surviving with time
after incubation with 5.2 nm [+
+/¢] AuNPs. Graph a) is for Gramnegative Escherichia coli, 4 Ö 108 bacteria per mL and b) is for Grampositive Staphylococcus aureus, 2 Ö 107 bacteria per mL (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S3 for similar plots for Acinetobacter
baumannii and Enterococcus faecium). In all experiments, 50 mL of
50 nm AuNPs solution was added to 50 mL of bacteria solution.
Numbers next to the curves give the compositions cTMA :cMUA of
mSAMs decorating the particles. c) Death rates calculated from the
dependencies in (a), (b) and in the Supporting Information, Figure S3
and plotted as a function of mSAM composition. Red and pink trends
are for Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus faecium
bacteria, respectively. Blue and violet trends are for Gram-negative
Escherichia coli and Acinetobacter baumannii bacteria, respectively.
Bacteria are killed more effectively by d) more concentrated NP
solutions (numbers next to curves give concentrations in nm) and
e) by larger particles. Data shown in (d) is for 5.2 nm particles
decorated with cTMA :cMUA = 80:20 mSAMs. Data shown in (e) is for
cTMA :cMUA = 80:20 mSAMs for all particle sizes. Black curves in
(a,b,d,e) are controls (i.e., bacteria without any NPs). From the
procedure according to Invitrogen, the bacteria are in PBS but no
nutrients are added since their presence can interfere with the dyes;
this is why the black curves go down with time slightly. Error bars in
all panels are based on at least three independent experiments for
each condition.

increases with NP concentration (Figure 3 d) and, perhaps less
obviously, with the NP size (though the increase is marginal
from 5.2 to 9.5 nm, see Figure 3 e). The size dependence is
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Figure 4. Microscopic studies of bacteria treated with different types of
mixed-charge NPs. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of E.
coli incubated with a) pure-MUA and b) pure-TMA NPs. Inset in (b)
shows TMA NPs adsorbing on the bacteria. For TEM images resolving
the individual NPs (Supporting Information, Figure S4). c) Kelvin force
microscopy (KFM) image of an E. coli bacterium illustrating its net
negative surface potential of about ¢50 mV (blue horizontal line).
d) SEM, e) TEM, and f) AFM images of E. coli after incubation with
cTMA :cMUA = 80:20 AuNPs evidencing the rupture of the bacterial cell
wall. g) TEM image showing cTMA :cMUA = 80:20 AuNPs (small dark
dots) associated with the intracellular material leaked from the
bacterium upon lysis.

Kelvin force microscopy (Figure 4 c), which shows that the
average electrical potential of the bacterial surface is
negative, ca. ¢50 mV, so it can harbor positively charged
NPs. For both MUA and TMA particles, however, the
bacterial wall appears intact. This situation changes dramatically for the optimal, (cTMA :cMUA)max compositions of the onparticle monolayers. Such particles cause pronounced rupture
of the bacterial wall as evidenced by the intracellular
material[16] literally spilling out, as observed both under
TEM (Figure 4 d,e) and AFM (Figure 4 f), and with NPs
clearly associated with the disrupted cellular structures
(Figure 4 g). It is worth noting that the [+
+/¢] NPs retain
their mechanism of action against bacteria even after several
cycles of antibiotic treatment and re-culturing (Supporting
Information, Figure S6); this observation is in line with the
results of other studies indicating inability of bacteria to
develop effective defense mechanism against physical rupture
of the wall.[4a, 8a]
Concerning the mechanism of action for the NPs, the
following scenario appears plausible. First, our experiments
with pure-TMA NPs (compare Figure 4 b) confirm that role
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of the cationic ligands is to help attach the nanoparticle to the
bacterium surface but not necessarily to disrupt the wall
(unlike postulated before[4, 8]). Since individual TMA ligands
(that is, not tethered onto nanoparticles) do not have any
adverse effect on the bacteria, polyvalency[5] plays an
important role as it eliminates the entropic penalty associated
with the adsorption of individual ligands. This penalty can be
approximated as DS k T ln(A d/V) for the translational
degrees of freedom of each adsorbing species, where A
3 mm2 is the bacterium surface (for example, for roughly
spherical S. aureus, 1 mm in diameter), d 1 nm is the
characteristic ligand size, and V 0.523 mm3 is solution
volume per one bacterium. It follows that DS is only ca.
¢2 kT per ligand but a few hundred kT per 5.5 nm NP with
about half of its ligands being TMAs. In reality, this estimate
should be corrected for the freezing of some degrees of
freedom of NP ligands coming into contact with the
bacterium surface; computer simulations[17] indicate, however, that even with such a correction, the free energy of NPbacterium binding is still highly favorable and on the order of
tens of kT. Once polyvalent interactions help attach the
particles to the bacterium, the largely deprotonated MUAs
can also interact with the cell wall. In particular, the
carboxylic acid headgroups can compete for the hydrogenbonding interactions with lipopolysaccharides and/or peptidoglycans present on the surface of the bacterium and known
to contribute to the structural integrity[18] and survival[19] of
bacteria. When the hydrogen bonding within the cell wall is
disrupted, lysis can ensue.[3, 20]
As far as the observed selectivity is concerned, it can be
ascribed to Gram-negative bacteria having higher negative
surface charge than Gram-positive bacteria.[3] The
(cTMA :cMUA)max = 80:20 NPs possessing high positive net
charge can interact strongly via electrostatic interactions
with the Gram-negative bacteria. In contrast, the
(cTMA :cMUA)max = 48:52 NPs have very small and negative
net surface charge making them ineffective in binding against
highly negatively charged surfaces (that is, Gram-negative
bacteria); at the same time, the interactions of such NPs with
less-charged Gram-positive bacteria can be facilitated by the
presence of more hydrogen-bonding MUA ligands on the
surfaces of the particles (cf. preceding paragraph). Also, in the
Gram-positive bacteria, the specific feature of the cell wall is
the presence of the teichoic/lipoteichoic acids which increase
wall rigidity by coordinating metal cations; efficient coordination of such cations by deprotonated MUA ligands on the
NPs[21] can be another factor adversely affecting integrity of
the wall .
None of the NPs that we studied herein showed any
adverse effects/cytotoxicity towards normal/healthy mammalian cells. This was described in our previous work[11b] and is
further evidenced by the examples in the Supporting Information, Figures S7–S9.
We also performed a series of in vivo studies using NPs
with cTMA :cMUA = 80:20 as an example and evaluating the in
vivo toxicity level in mice (Table 1; Supporting Information,
Figure S10). The particles did not cause any adverse effects up
to 2 nmol kg¢1 (200 nm of AuNPs), which was the maximum
tolerated dose (MTD) administered via intravenous injection
Angew. Chem. 2016, 128, 8752 –8756
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Table 1: Response of mice (4 per condition) to 80:20 AuNPs.[a]
0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 2.0
Maximum
Tolerated
Dose
(MTD)

All mice
appeared
normal
after NP
injection

NP Dosage [nmol/kg mouse]
2.5
3.0
4.0, 10.0
All mice
began
trembling
for 1–
2 min but
then
returned to
normal

All mice
All mice
began
died immetrembling; diately
2 mice
died, two
returned to
normal

[a] See the Supporting Information for details.

and well above the 50 nm concentrations shown effective in
in vitro experiments (compare Figure 2, Figure 3). At
2.5 nmol kg¢1, the mice began to tremble with labored
breathing. For higher doses, the mice died after AuNP
injection. Analyses by inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
and pharmacokinetic studies (Supporting Information, Figure S11) also indicated that the NPs localized preferentially to
the liver (28 %) and lungs (17 %), which may explain the
breathing difficulties at doses above MTD.
In summary, selective activity of mixed-charge nanoparticles against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria
depends solely on the ratio of [+
+] to [¢] ligands on their
surfaces. These NPs are straightforward to synthesize in large
quantities, are non-toxic towards mammalian cells, do not
elicit bacterial resistance, and their effective in vitro dose is
tolerated well in mice, all suggesting that surface-charge
engineering can be a promising route to nanoparticle-based
antibiotics. At the same time, more work (and perhaps largescale computer simulations) is needed to understand in
molecular detail how the [+
+/¢] NPs interact with the cell
wall in Gram-specific fashion.
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